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When Antonio first hears the members of the mariachi band play, he wants nothing more than a
guitar of his own. But guitars cost money, explains his father, who hands Antonio a stick instead.
Confused, Antonio accepts his father's gift, unknowingly starting a chain of exchanges that may
earn him what he wants most. With a sprinkling of Spanish vocabulary, Papa Gave Me a Stick is
a vibrant story about resourcefulness, making dreams come true, and rewards of kindness."In a
contemporary twist on the Japanese fable of the "straw millionaire," a boy named Antonio turns
a simple stick into the mariachi guitar of his dreams, while assisting several needy animals along
the way." Publishers Weekly

In a contemporary twist on the Japanese fable of the "straw millionaire," a boy named Antonio
turns a simple stick into the mariachi guitar of his dreams, while assisting several needy animals
along the way. Antonio is initially disappointed when his father hands him a stick instead of the
"guitarra with a leather strap and fringes" that he covets ("Ay, hijo, I have no money for such
things," says his father). But that same stick helps light a fire that warms a freezing dog, who
gives Antonio a tortilla in return. The tortilla feeds a hungry bird, whose gift of a string helps the
boy remove a donkey's aching tooth, etc., until a grateful mariachi guitarist gives Antonio his
instrument as thanks for locating his lost wedding ring. Levy (Thomas the Toadilly Terrible Bully)
incorporates Spanish words and phrases throughout (a glossary is included, though the terms
are fully comprehensible through context), and the textures of Shin's illustrations evoke
weathered frescoes or prints, highlighting the story's evergreen themes of generosity, kindness,
and persistence. Ages 4 8. Illustrator's agent: Kelly Sonnack, Andrea Brown Literary Agency.
(Apr.) --Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorJanice Levy is a professor in the Park School of
Communications at Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York. An acclaimed photographer, her work has
been exhibited nationally and internationally, and her photographs and writing have been widely
published in textbooks, magazines, and online. She is a Light Work Grant recipient, a New York
Foundation for the Arts Fellow, and a National Kellogg Leadership Fellow. She is a proponent of
international education and cultural exchange, and has taught and conducted workshops in
such places as Madagascar, Saudi Arabia, and Antigua.
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Jessica, “Works especially for DI / DLI. I love the size and how it reinforces the learned spanish
words. If you add sound effects, it makes a really funny book!”

me, mara, “Simplicity Wins out.. A wonderful simple story of how a stick led to a little boy's
getting something he longed for.”

Melissa Robinson, “Beautiful drawings. When I saw this one on *Netgalley I fell in love with the
cover and thought that the book summary sounded interesting. I live in a neighborhood where it
is not uncommon to see a mariachi band walk by so I thought this would be a nice book for my
son.The book tells the story of a little boy who wants a guitar so badly after he sees a mariachi
band playing. He lets his father know how much he wants one but his father instead hands him a
stick. The boy is unhappy and wonders what good is a stick. Soon he finds a dog and trades the
stick. He keeps trading and trading each time he asks what good is the item he gets.Ok so I kind
of chuckled when the father gave him a stick and quite honestly I could hear Charlie Brown
saying, "I got a rock". I liked that the lesson of this is that sometimes you have to work to get
what you want. He had to keep trading and trading to get his guitar. What I didn't like was that
each time he complained about what he got. I understand that he really wanted the guitar but he
came off as a bit ungrateful.As many know I'm a huge fan of artwork in picture books. This book
was filled with wonderful drawings. This was one that I went back to look through all the artwork
a second time.My son liked this one. He picked up right away that there were Spanish words in it.
Though to be fair to him there are only two languages English (or american as he calls it) and
Spanish. He doesn't know any Spanish. He was excited to learn the word for cat in Spanish
though he kept forgetting two seconds later and would ask me yet again to tell him it. I thought
this was a great opportunity to teach him a few Spanish words.In the end I have to give this 4 out
of 5. I'm knocking off one star just because I didn't like that he seemed ungrateful sometimes.*I
received a free copy of this ebook from Netgalley in exchange for my honest opinion**This book
was read with my special needs son who is severely learning disabled. The review reflects not
only my opinion but his as well”

Carla the Reader, “How Can He Get His Guitar?. The The book tells the story of a little boy who
really wants a guitar after he sees a mariachi band playing. He asks his father for one but his
father tells him he does not have money for a guitar so instead hands him a stick. The boy is
unhappy and wonders what good is a stick. Soon he finds a dog who is cold. He uses the stick to
stir a fire to warm the dog and the dog gives him a tortilla. He trades the tortilla to a hungry bird
for a string. He uses the string to pull out a burros sore tooth and gets a blanket and on it goes.
Each time he is disappointed and thinks the item is useless until he finally trades for a guitar. He
runs home to show his father his guitar. I love when the father tells him he asked his father for a
guitar when he was little and when the boy asked if his father gave him a guitar he responded,



"No, he gave me a stick."This book was filled with wonderful drawings that definitely add to the
story. As well there is a smattering of Spanish words showing the definitions and pronunciations.
I see three lessons in this book: 1) It is important to help one another, 2) There is value in
everything, we just might not see it right away and 3) If something is worth having, it is important
to work for it and not have it handed to you. A great little story.”

Always Be Dancing, “Love this book! So cute and sweet!. Love this book! So cute and sweet!
The illustrations are totally charming. I love the similarity in the boy's and his father's faces. That
really pulls you into the story. The color palette is soft and subtly textured and very beautiful.
Very, very nice!The story takes you through a series of mindful and kind hearted events that lead
to its happy ending. I love this book and its positive message about the beauty of imagination,
creativity and the belief in the unknown.”

The book by William D. Mounce has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 8 people have provided feedback.
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